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Please do corrections according to their comments and submit the corrected
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- Please indicate your list of corrections as well in Form F as attached.
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1. Please extend words of abstract to 200-250 words
2. Please revised reference list follow JKeJ template as attached
3. Please improve English for overall manuscript
4. Please refer/cite at least a manuscript from Jurnal Kejuruteraan. You may
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9. Comments on the manuscript for authors: 
        1. Some references are very old, as like Papaxoglue & Masubuchi, 1978;
Vinokurov, 1977, ect. Find a new one from journal or proceeding articles

2. Please put one or more references about Taguchi's analyzed results at the
background of article as strengthen on Taguchi Method.

3. Figure 4, there is no initial of horizontal axis and vertical axis, and
also these units

4. You stated the welding current is the most significant factor. please 
mention how many significant?    Standard of significant values 5%? please
mention clearly

5. Please discuss more on the graph 4. the trend line of each line not same.
line A & C, the trend line is almost same, but line B strong difference .
please explore some explanation.

6. Table 2. the last column is "ratio (%)" but in the test mentioned
"contribution" which one is right?
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        Well done on the content and structural presentation of the paper. However
still need improvement, please refer to the comments attached.
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2. Appropriateness of the abstract: 
3. Quality of the figures and tables: 
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5. Conclusion: 
6. Overall presentation: 
7. Competitiveness of the paper at the international level: 
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